Abstract-The testing of adaptive protection schemes is a problem that remains largely unaddressed. These schemes can be characterized by uncertainty in behavior due to the dynamic changes in their configuration to suit prevailing network conditions. This paper proposes a novel approach to formalizing this behavior using hybrid systems modeling. This unlocks the ability to verify the safety performance of the schemes using reachability analysis. In this paper, an adaptive setting selection logic for distance protection is verified for its safety, using reachability analysis, during changes in network conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT blackouts mainly caused by protection maloperation [1] , [2] have given impetus to the revision of transmission network operator policies and practices when it comes to the application and setting of protection schemes [3] . A direct result of these is the interest in wide-area monitoring, protection, and control systems (WAMPAC) and system integrity protection systems (SIPS) which can potentially aid in mitigating such events [4] , [5] . In addition, adaptive protection is seen as one of the promising approaches to delivering the required protection performance under these changing network conditions [6] , [7] . By dynamically selecting protection settings or reconfiguring the scheme logic, adaptive protection schemes can effectively respond to varying operational conditions while maintaining required performance levels. By adapting the protection behavior in line with the primary system changes, specified minimum performance objectives are ensured. However, it is perceived that such behavior introduces uncertainty in the correct choice of new configurations. Furthermore, changes in a particular scheme may have knock-on effects resulting in an overall uncoordinated secondary system. Despite a number of adaptive protection schemes being proposed in the literature for different applications, limited attention was given to methods of verifying the scheme performance [8] . This is particularly critical as moving away from a fixed setting operational paradigm poses difficulties in the management of the protection settings and indeed a barrier to adopting such schemes is on a wider scale. Performance verification can be tackled through a simulation-based approach where targeted functional tests of the adaptive protection logic can reveal faults in design or implementation. This would be an extension of existing closed-loop protection testing practices [9] , [10] which involve creating a set of test scenarios and comparing expected and measured performance. However, devising a comprehensive set of test scenarios may be difficult to fully verify a scheme and oversight may occur. Alternatively, more formal methods of verification can be used to examine specific properties of the adaptive protection behavior in response to defined stimuli. For instance, the possibility of the scheme choosing an incorrect setting for a specific primary system condition could be evaluated using reachability analysis which is explored in this paper. These two approaches to performance verification need not be mutually exclusive, but they can be used as a set of complementary procedures to achieve greater confidence in adaptive protection behavior [8] .
Reachability analysis has been proposed to verify the safety of power system control and protection actions to maintain stability. For instance, [11] verifies the safety of fault release control-a form of an operational tripping scheme. If generator disconnection occurs, certain transmission lines are tripped in order to avoid angular instability of other generators in the network. Generator angular stability limits are used as criteria to determine the safe operating region of the power system within the state space. Violating these limits results in loss of synchronism. In [12] , reachability analysis is used to determine whether voltage instability occurs as a consequence of transmission circuit disconnection. This takes into account the automatic voltage control of the generator along with the discrete transitions caused by the disconnection of the lines. The critical value of the bus voltages determines the safe operating region. Voltage stability is also examined in [13] where reachability analysis is used to determine the onset of voltage instability. Moreover, this paper proposes supervisory control to mitigate its effects by issuing a combination of voltage-control measures as appropriate. At the core of this analysis is a hybrid dynamical model which formulates the behavior of systems under study using a set of discrete abstractions of the system's state space [14] . The resulting abstraction is then studied to determine whether the system reaches unsafe states which reflect unacceptable performance [15] .
The example applications discussed before focus on studying the direct impact of protection or control performance on the performance of the primary system (e.g., impact on stability). Furthermore, examples are based on conventional approaches to protection and control. To this end, this paper will examine the use of reachability analysis with adaptive approaches to protection to verify the safety property of their setting selection logic-an application not considered in the literature. So this paper focuses on the interactions, between the primary and secondary systems, which trigger adaptation in protection behavior. While examining the effectiveness of this approach to adaptive protection scheme verification, the following contributions are made:
• Extension of the standard hybrid abstraction is necessary to encompass adaptive protection logic behavior.
• Novel application of reachability analysis based on the mapping between "operational" and "performance" invariant sets of the hybrid state space. Section II introduces hybrid systems modeling and establishes the necessary relations to formulate a working behavioral model for adaptive protection applications. Section III applies the principles of hybrid modeling to an example adaptive distance protection scheme, while defining the safety states necessary to perform reachability analysis. Section IV demonstrates the use of the developed behavioral model and the application of reachability analysis to the adaptive scheme.
II. HYBRID MODELING OF POWER SYSTEMS AND PROTECTION SCHEMES
The key to performing effective adaptive scheme verification is understanding the dynamic behavior of the adaptive protection scheme. This involves interactions between the primary system, protection relays, and overarching adaptive protection logic. Describing these interactions is possible through hybrid system modeling which describes the relationship between the continuous and discrete dynamics of a system simultaneously [16] , [17] . Continuous dynamics in the power system are related to the changes in loading conditions, generator outputs, etc. while discrete dynamics are attributed to switching events, such as circuit-breaker (CB) operation and transformer tap changes. CB operation is mainly controlled by the applied protection or automation schemes which play a major role in the discrete dynamics. By examining a protection relay closely, it can also be seen that the relay itself exhibits continuous dynamics in the form of the protection characteristics. For example, the onset of a short-circuit condition results in a continuous change in the measured current. When this is viewed in conjunction with an overcurrent protection characteristic for instance, the relay will eventually reach a trip decision in line with the continuous evolution of the current. This trip can be thought of as a discrete jump (transition) to a new point in the state space.
A hybrid system takes the form of an automaton that describes the different states of the system and, at the same time, captures the discrete events through state transitions. This is formulated in (1) [14] ( 1) where is the set of discrete states, is the set of continuous states within the set of discrete state, is the set of control and disturbance inputs that influence the dynamic changes in is the set of initial states, is the continuous vector field (this defines how the continuous state dynamically changes over time), is the discrete state domain, is the set of edges or transition maps (this defines the original state and destination state of a transition between two discrete states, is the set of transition guard conditions (this defines the conditions that must be satisfied before a discrete state transition occurs), and is the continuous vector field reset relation (this defines the new value of the continuous state within a new discrete state after a discrete transition).
A. Primary System Model
To apply the automaton of (1) in a power system context, the general model can be adjusted to deal with the specific system being analyzed. In the case of power system stability, for instance, the field vector can represent the angular or voltage stability dynamics, and examples of their formulation can be found in [11] and [12] , respectively. References [18] and [19] illustrate the transitions between discrete states, describing the states of a transmission line as a result of protection operation as well as the transition between power system operational states while [20] incorporates the action of the tap changer into the primary system model and its effect on the system voltage profile. In this paper, the primary system part of the hybrid system model will reflect the mode of operation of a quadrature booster transformer (QB). This builds on previous work that evaluates the performance impact of QB on distance protection and adaptive protection strategies to mitigate this impact [21] .
B. Adaptive Protection System Model
Modeling the interactions between the primary system and underlying protection schemes for dynamic analysis was first introduced in [22] through the modification of the power system admittance matrix as a result of protection action. As shown in Fig. 1 , protection relays encompass a number of core elements that deliver the desired functionality. The adaptive protection logic illustrated in Fig. 1 has direct control over the active protection settings by making an appropriate selection depending on the primary system conditions that are being monitored. Each block can be detailed in terms of constituent components (e.g., timers, comparators), and these have been described in the literature [23] and mostly have no bearing on the context of this paper. In this paper, the main area of concern, in terms of adaptive protection, is that the dynamic setting selection based on changes in the primary system state is "safe."
This translates to whether a suitable setting group is selected for a given power system condition. In order to verify the safety property of this dynamic behavior, reachability analysis must be applied. Consequently, the remainder of this section develops a working hybrid model for this purpose. The influence of the active settings on the output of the protection scheme can be described as in (2) where is the tripping or signaling output of the protection scheme based on the active setting , implemented scheme logic , and scheme input (in the form of measured or derived secondary analogues and/or remote signaling or binary indications). The adaptive protection logic effectively alters the active settings dynamically as in (3) where the adaptive protection operator acts on the input to activate the appropriate protection setting . Thus, can simply take the form of one-to-one mapping between a subset of and a predetermined settings group (i.e., . Alternatively, the adaptive logic may choose an optimum setting based on a calculation algorithm that seeks to coordinate multiple protection relays (e.g., automatic grading of protection based on established grading methods or more advanced methods involving optimization techniques [24] ). In this paper, the focus is on a one-to-one mapping between system states and predetermined settings groups. It is clear so far that an adaptive protection scheme involves interactions between discrete and continuous dynamics that require a formal definition. To achieve this definition, this paper proposes extending the abstraction of these interactions based on previous hybrid systems modeling literature.
C. Discrete Event System Abstraction
The interactions between the continuous and discrete elements of a hybrid dynamical system can be understood by abstracting the continuous dynamics to an equivalent discrete system through a discrete event system (DES) abstraction [16] , [25] . This is achieved by introducing interface elements between the abstracted continuous system and discrete controller usually known as event and action generators. These handle information exchanges between the two interacting dynamics. In a simple process feedback control system, the event generator is representative of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that samples the plant's controlled quantity and passes it on to the controller for processing. The action generator is the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) used to apply setpoints to the controlled plant. A standard DES abstraction is depicted by the solid blocks and arrows of Fig. 2 (DES1) .
However, an adaptive protection scheme exhibits a hierarchical structure where the adaptive protection logic oversees the conventional protection functions based on the primary system state. At the same time, the conventional protection scheme operates on the primary system based on its state that it is being monitored by the instrument transformers (or protection signaling). This, in effect, results in two concurrent control loops with different operating time scales and simultaneous continuous and discrete state transitions at different levels in the hierarchy. The adaptive protection logic also requires information from the conventional protection in addition to the information from the continuous plant (power system). It is important to note that the hierarchy need not be physical. This is because the purpose of the abstraction is to expose the adaptive logic behavior for verification. Due to these factors, existing approaches for the DES abstraction are inadequate. To this end, the DES abstraction should be extended to encompass the adaptive protection logic as shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed arrows and blocks (DES2).
The conventional protection systems will monitor continuous primary system quantities . A discrete event is generated should these quantities exhibit excursions in relation to a certain threshold. In response, the protection system produces a trip command if the event is in line with the active protection setting . The associated CB then trips in response to the trip command . Similarly, the adaptive protection logic monitors both states of the protection system and the state of the primary system (or specified components of it) . Based on preset thresholds, the events and are generated for use by the logic. The adaptive logic then determines an appropriate setting accordingly and activates it in the target relay by means of . This developed DES abstraction will be applied to a sample adaptive distance protection scheme in the following section.
III. APPLYING THE HYBRID MODEL TO ADAPTIVE DISTANCE PROTECTION
In this section, the hybrid systems fundamentals presented thus far will be used to model an example adaptive distance protection scheme. This example is based on the previous work published in [7] and [21] . In [21] , it has been shown that an underreach of protection zones may occur when a quadrature booster (QB) transformer is operating in buck or boost modes while default distance zone settings are used. An adaptive protection strategy has also been presented in [21] to correct for this reach error by selecting from predetermined settings groups. This adaptive protection algorithm has been experimentally implemented and validated using hardware-in-the-loop testing as presented in [7] . The purpose of the treatment in this paper is to verify whether the adaptive protection used to select between settings groups may operate in an unsafe manner. Safety in this context will be defined more formally later on and reachability analysis will be the means through which this safety property is verified. To model the adaptive distance scheme behavior, consider its constituent components summarized in Table I . This is in line with the developed DES abstraction in Fig. 2 . The performance of the adaptive logic can be determined by creating a mapping between the operating states of the listed primary and secondary system components. This mapping represents the interaction between these subsystems. It is then proposed that the overall hybrid system is partitioned into two invariant discrete sets and which represent the primary power system (pps) and conventional protection system (cps), respectively. Invariant sets are those where if , then . This applies to all and defined in the DES abstraction of Fig. 2 . This means that all primary system continuous states and conventional protection system continuous states are strictly bound by their respective discrete domains and . Thus, the discrete states and are mutually exclusive.
A. Defining Safety States in the Hybrid Model
Prior to performing reachability analysis on the adaptive protection logic to verify its safety property, it is necessary to define the unsafe states that the logic can potentially reach. This will be achieved using the DES abstraction and invariant states defined earlier. The partitioning of the hybrid state space according to the invariant sets and can be illustrated in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that represents the different primary system states related to the operation of the QB. Also, reflects the different operational modes of a conventional protection relay as dictated by its settings. and will thereafter be referred to as "operational states." Discrete transitions between the substates and are indicated by T. These sub-states must also be, by definition, mutually exclusive to ensure that defined safe states are unique. Thus, these substates also become invariant sets.
In addition to the operational states, it is now proposed that new invariant discrete sets are created and denoted "performance states." These performance states represent unique groupings of operational substates. In other words, no two substates belonging to an operational state share the same performance state grouping. For instance, the performance state that groups "QB buck" and "Alternative setting 2" substates shall not include "Default setting" or "QB bypass" under the same grouping.
The invariant performance sets defined are used to identify these unsafe states . where denotes an unsafe state. In Fig. 3 , the performance state combining the "default setting" and "QB boost" states is considered unsafe since this particular combination results in distance protection underreach [21] . As mentioned previously, invariant sets are mutually exclusive. Thus, the boundaries of the performance states can be clearly defined in the hybrid state space. Ultimately, this will result in a clear (binary) indication of whether a particular state can be considered safe or not. It is important to note that the safety examination in this paper is restricted to the correct behavior of the adaptive logic. As such, the implications on unsafe behavior on the primary system (e.g., power system instability) are out with the scope of this paper. So the system should either never exist in an unsafe state , expressed as (4) where (square) is the "always" logical operator, or alternatively, the system should eventually always exit the unsafe state (5) where (diamond) is the "eventually" logical operator. This temporal aspect reflects the finite amount of time required to exit an unsafe state through adaptive protection setting changes. For a detailed examination of this temporal dimension from a hybrid system perspective, timed hybrid automata can be considered. However, this is out with the scope of this paper. 
B. Implementation of the DES Abstraction With Adaptive Distance Protection
The adaptive protection logic (excluding distance protection elements) is developed in Simulink, and the overall scheme response was validated in a previous publication using a hardware-in-the-loop testing configuration [7] . The Simulink Stateflow toolbox was used to implement the operational states defined before. Additional logic is created to map between operational and performance states based on the safety definitions for this particular adaptive scheme. Two primary system components were considered in this study-the QB transformer and the protected transmission line. Their respective operational states are shown in Fig. 4 . The active states of the primary system components are determined through status indications from the QB controller and CBs associated with the line. These status indications reflect the signals of the DES abstraction. The loading of the line is used to determine the impact of potential load encroachment on the behavior of the adaptive protection logic. Heavily loaded lines are more likely to cause load encroachment-related maloperation of distance protection. Thus, adaptive logic must take this into account. Other phenomena, such as power swings, are not considered since this is dealt with by dedicated distance protection functionality (power-swing blocking) and does not trigger any setting changes by the adaptive logic nor is it impacted by zone reach; thus, it is not being verified here.
IV. APPLYING REACHABILITY ANALYSIS TO ADAPTIVE DISTANCE PROTECTION
In this section, the reachability analysis methodology is described and demonstrated for a sample adaptive distance protection scheme previously developed in [7] and [26] . As explained earlier, the reachability analysis aims to uncover erroneous behavior in the adaptive setting selection logic. This is achieved by ascertaining whether the adaptive scheme that is modeled in a hybrid state space reaches an unsafe state during its operation. A particular example of this is the potential under reach in distance protection zones if a QB is installed in the circuit and operated in boost or buck modes. If the adaptive logic was "error free," then this underreach can be mitigated by dynamically extending the zone reach. Dynamic extension of the zone reach is realized by selecting a different setting group with the desired TABLE II  SAFETY CONDITIONS FOR ADAPTIVE LOGIC UNDER TEST   TABLE III  SETTING GROUP ASSIGNMENT zone reach setting. Given the initial conditions for a hybrid system , the reach of the hybrid system can be described as Reach (6) This implies that should the system reach an unsafe state from a certain , then it is possible to identify the backwards trajectory obtained from the unsafe transition . This can be used to identify faults in the adaptive logic, by observing the scheme inputs and the resulting adaptive logic state transitions leading to the unsafe state entry. The performance states that represent the unsafe states are summarized in Table II . This shows the condition for entry into and exit from unsafe states. These conditions are qualified by of the DES abstraction. In Table II, , and represent QB buck, boost, and bypass modes, respectively, which are also operational invariant sets in the developed DES abstraction. Also, to represent the used settings group 1 to 4, respectively (these are summarized in Table III along with selection criteria). The zone reaches are expressed in the percentage of protected line length.
As discussed earlier, the potential for load encroachment is taken in to account. Under stressed conditions, the protection should be geared toward security as opposed to dependability; thus, the adaptive logic temporarily inhibits zone extension under heavy loading conditions. The level of line current at which load encroachment is likely is indicted by in Table II . This threshold is determined by simulation and varies with the power system under consideration. The " " operator indicates AND logic, and the " -" operator indicates the complement of a state.
In light of this, a safety performance verification procedure based on reachability analysis is proposed and is shown in Fig. 5 . As shown in the figure, the hybrid system state space is determined including the definition of the safety criteria. The adaptive logic must then be stimulated by changing the state of the primary system components of interest. In this case, the QB state must be changed since this has a direct impact on the adaptive setting selection logic behavior being verified. The performance states are then directly obtained to determine whether an unsafe state has been reached. If an unsafe state is reached, then it can be concluded that an error is present in the logic which can be diagnosed by monitoring the trajectory leading to the unsafe state. This trajectory will infer the conditions that led to the unsafe state entry. Once the DES abstraction has been developed, the discrete transitions between the system states in the hybrid system can be determined without incorporating the primary system continuous states. This is because are known for each QB and circuit loading state. In other words, the primary system model continuous dynamics become redundant in the reachability analysis. As such, computational resources are saved. This is an important differentiator between the reachability analysis approach proposed in this paper compared to the literature referred to earlier.
V. TEST SETUP AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The hybrid models' reachability analysis methodology developed in the previous section will be used to verify the performance of adaptive distance protection applied to transmission lines with QBs installed. The overall test setup is shown in Fig. 6 . Inputs to the adaptive protection logic include signals representing QB states and protected line loading. Both inputs and adaptive logic response (i.e., setting group selection) are monitored to verify logic safety. Note that no distance protection elements are implemented, since the verification focuses on the adaptive logic behavior that governs a new setting selection.
A. Primary System Model
The power system under consideration is shown in Fig. 7 (model data are shown in Table IV ). It consists of four 400-kV circuits of 200 km each. The purpose of the model is to generate line loading data as inputs to the test. The distance protection scheme (including adaptive logic) under examination is located at A in Fig. 7 (denoted by ANSI 21 ). There are two operating conditions that are of interest from the adaptive logic point of view that result in reaching an unsafe state-the impact of the QB status on the distance protection reach and the possibility of load encroachment while zone 3 is extended by the adaptive logic.
B. Adaptive Protection Strategy
The function of the adaptive distance protection logic is to choose an appropriate zone reach from predetermined settings groups in response to changes in the QB mode. This also takes into account the loading of the line. The adaptive logic refrains from extending the zone reach should load encroachment become a potential issue due to circuit overloading. Fig. 8 shows how load encroachment can occur if line CD in the test model is disconnected. Adaptive extension of the third zone to compensate for the presence of the QB under this circumstance would be undesirable. In this case, the scheme defaults to the original settings group as a best compromise. The line current leading to this situation is captured from the simulation and fed into the Simulink model as an input to the adaptive logic. The adaptive protection algorithm is detailed by the authors in [7] and [21] . The settings groups used have been presented in Table III .
C. Verification of Adaptive Logic Safety
The QB state inputs to the logic were in the form of pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) representing different QB operating modes. This is shown in Fig. 9 as "QB connection" and "QB mode." The PRBS is obtained from the signal generator block in Simulink. The use of the PRBS is considered as an effective means of providing exhaustive coverage for possible system executions and repeatability of testing conditions [27] . Furthermore, hysteresis in the logic can be discovered when using this approach. An increase in line current (secondary value) occurs at 25 s in the simulation to reflect the load encroachment scenario (i.e., disconnection of line CD).
The different performance states that the adaptive scheme resides in after subjecting the logic to the inputs are also shown in Fig. 9 . These are the "reach states" and the "load encroachment states." These performance states are enumerated as "underreach," "overreach," and "normal reach" for the former and "encroachment possible" and "no encroachment" for the latter. The bottom trace in Fig. 9 is set to unsafe if any of the aforementioned performance states satisfies the conditions for an unsafe state (defined in Table II ) and vice-versa.
It can be seen from the bottom trace in Fig. 9 that the adaptive logic alternates between safe and unsafe states. However, it only resides in an unsafe state for a short period of time. This corresponds to the simulation time step (1 ms) which is the maximum amount of time necessary to reach a setting selection decision. In reality, this time delay will increase depending on the scheme implementation. Between 25-50 s, the increased line current value results in the logic reverting to the default setting (SG1) regardless of the QB mode. This is because the logic recognizes that the increase in line loading beyond the threshold will result in load encroachment, so dynamically extending zone 3 is inhibited. This situation remains the same regardless of the QB state until the end of the simulation time. Thus, inhibiting zone extension during heavy line loading conditions is deemed safe. An intentional logic error was then introduced to the adaptive logic to disable its load encroachment-related response, and the same inputs were used to stimulate the logic. This means that the logic would not inhibit zone extension even under heavy line loading conditions. The purpose of this test is to determine whether the reachability analysis would identify a genuine unsafe state (i.e., not a temporary one while awaiting a setting change). The related analysis results are shown in Fig. 10 . The increase in load current through the protected line AB, combined with zone extensions prompted by the QB mode, changes the result in an unsafe state entry. This is indicated in Fig. 10 at several occurrences after 25 s where the logic dwells in an unsafe state for longer than a simulation time step (the maximum amount of time required to select a new setting group). In this case, the logic error is known because it was intentionally introduced for testing purposes. In practical situations, unsafe state indications would be used by the testing engineer to diagnose the erroneous logic by determining the conditions that led to the unsafe state entry.
D. Discussion of Reachability Analysis in Light of Results
As long as the power system state can be inferred from a set of discrete transitions, then explicit continuous space computations will not be necessary. However, this assumes that the evolution of the continuous primary system state is not influenced by the outcome of the logic decision. Given the scope of the verification, this assumption is valid. This is because the verification is being conducted to determine whether logic actions are safe based on the consequences of an unsafe outcome. And these unsafe outcomes have been determined by using the performance states . The temporal dimension of reachability analysis is also of relevance. It is necessary to identify the maximum time period that an adaptive protection scheme requires to provide a decision. Otherwise, the scheme may become vulnerable to maloperation if changes in the primary system occur during this time period. Thus, further work is necessary to incorporate the temporal dimension into the hybrid model and consequent reachability analysis.
Finally, the verification approach has proven to be flexible since it does not require the inclusion of conventional protection behavior and is independent of logic implementation. Indeed, the same analysis can be integrated in a hardware-in-the-loop validation procedure for overall scheme testing. This is only true if the invariant performance sets and associated safety states are defined based on the hybrid system interactions that trigger the adaptation of settings, as well as an understanding of the impact of adaptive setting changes on the performance of protection elements.
E. Application of Safety Verification to Other Adaptive Protection Schemes
The approach to safety verification in essence requires the identification of unsafe states-a subset of the performance states developed in this paper. These states are determined based on the defined continuous and discrete interactions between constituent components of the scheme. It can then be said that a foundation has been laid for applying the safety verification (reachability analysis) technique to other types of adaptive protection schemes. Unfortunately, implementing and testing of other schemes is out of the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, points can be made as guidelines for conducting reachability analysis under such circumstances as follows.
• The distance protection considered in this paper is based on an mho characteristic. Should a different characteristic be used (e.g., quadrilateral), then determining the required alterations to the characteristic to minimize the impact of reach errors should be considered when designing the pool of settings. Verification of the setting selection logic should then follow the same procedure presented thus far.
• There have been many examples of adaptive distance protection schemes proposed in the literature to deal with different performance issues. Some of these are not based on dynamically changing settings, but on less deterministic approaches, such as fuzzy logic [28] . In such cases, reachability analysis may still be applicable provided that a relationship between the input and output of the logic can be determined. Moreover, such schemes are only tested using a large set of fault scenarios-an approach whose drawbacks have been discussed in the introduction of this paper. Thus, reachability analysis can be a powerful complementary approach for the verification of a scheme's performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented and demonstrated a novel application of reachability analysis to verify the performance of adaptive distance protection setting selection logic. A redefined discrete abstraction of the hybrid system, which represents the interactions between the primary system and adaptive protection, was formulated. This modification was necessary to capture the full control hierarchy introduced by the measurements and actions of adaptive logic. By partitioning the hybrid system state space into invariant operational and performance sets, it was possible to exclude the continuous dynamics from the analysis while clearly defining the boundaries of the safety states of the system.
The practical utilization of the safety verification would be of interest to manufacturers and utilities dealing with adaptive protection. Although protection scheme developers can directly apply such verification methodologies to their adaptive algorithms, utility commissioning engineers require meaningful performance metrics without delving into the intricacies of system behavioral modeling. As such, it is important to migrate such methodologies into tools and processes that meet the usability requirements of end users.
